By the River, it not yet decided, if I take the former route, shall then have the pleasure of seeing you once more.

I expected to be at the University at Commencement, but I am obliged to carry my second daughter to Ithaca about the 20th July, the time the Dependant that I kept for her reception, and in my situation, you will easily perceive, two journeys cannot be made. The situation of the University city is a distressing one, and the more to, as it is not likely to be soon capable of any remedy, having the necessary concurrence of legislative hostility to the Institution. The friends of science in the three states regard the people of North Carolina as a sort of semi-Bavarians, or many within without learning, written nor such as science proper for estimation. The conduct of the Institution for several years past has stamped this characteristic on the State, and it will take a long course of time, and contrary conduct to prove to efface the impression.

In South Carolina, a professorship in any capacity is coveted for more a Secretaryship in the Government of the U. S., the consequence of latter is with spirit with the main influenced by the. Consequently after a handsome and permanent endowment of the same for the Institution, they voted $10,000 to purchase a Library and Philosophical apparatus. What a contrast! Can

As to procuring a professor of Language, I can only advise that the Expiring should be kept up, and as much of their as possible receive upon the President, who indeed is